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New Debt Relief Service for the Detroit Metro Area!

New Service address all the concerns that come with finance trouble, allowing people to take control of
their Financial Future

Aug. 30, 2009 - PRLog -- Stuart D Kay, expert with the Financial Relief Centers, LLC. Spoken at Nation
Real Estate Network meeting, on August 27, 2009 on what is missing when so one gets in financial trouble.
Mark Maupin,  founder of  National Real Estate Network said “ I have been in financial trouble and the
service Stuart Kay is bring to people is great because he looks at total picture and lays a plain that works.”

The program address the following question people are running into in our Detroit market. Does the person
in trouble consider their debt a problem too difficult to fix? Their are not alone... The average American
household carries tens of thousands of dollars in revolving debt. Along with the stresses of daily life, debt
can cause them to feel as though there is no escape from the anxiety and the hopelessness that accompanies
debt problems. 

Mr. Stuart Kay said “Financial Relief Centers are in corner to help you live better debt free. We have
helped thousands of Americans reach debt settlements and we can help you too. We encourage you to take
action in settling your debt now, because debt is cumulative and can rapidly snowball into much larger
amounts. It's time to take control of your finances and put the pressure of debt into our hands, so we can
enable you to live better debt free.”

A picture is worth one thousand words.
Live a better life TODAY by calling 800 694-1284  or email helpmestu@gmail.com

Stuart D Kay 
Financial Relief Centers LLC
Debt Settlement: Mortgage Mitigation: Tax Resolution
26677  West 12 Mile Road  Suite 118
Southfield , MI 48034 
Direct   248-520-7200 
Fax      248-404-6042
helpmestu@gmail.com

# # #

Mark began investing in real estate in 1981; he has purchased and sold over 3500 properties, including
single family homes and commercial property. He teaches real estate and internet marketing classes at
Wayne Community College in Detroit, Michigan
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